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On 27th of April at the University of Salzburg, Department of Political Science was held a meeting between
students, academics and Mr Johannes Hahn Commissioner for European Neighborhood Policy and Enlargement.
The discussion was opened by Prof. Reinhard Heinisch, Head of Department and followed by Dr Franz Kok,
Executive Director of PoSIG.
This meeting was held in the framework of the Joint Master Program in Political Science Integration and
Governance (PoSIG) between PLUS, University of Ljubljana, University of Pavia and other Universities from the
Western Balkan. PoSIG is based on international standards and benchmarks of teaching political science in
accordance with level 7 of the European Qualification Framework
Commissioner Hahn started his lecture with a clear commitment towards the Western Balkan European
Integration with saying: “The European Integration project is not completed without integration of the Western
Balkan states”.
Mr Hahn valued the initiative of this joint master degree as an important example of European Integration and in
the same time congratulated the student representatives from Albania and Macedonia for the progress
regarding the EU recommendations.
According to the Commissioner Hahn, the Balkan Countries have made a significant progress towards the
integration. 2025 is an important indicative date for the future enlargement, it is ambitious and it asks a lot of
work and effort from the decision makers. Is the time now to put more effort into the reforms, said Hahn. The
relationship between the EU and the Balkan countries is seen by the Commissioner as a symbiotic relationship
where all the parties benefit from each other.
Right after the Commissioners speech, it was held an open discussion between the participants; the main
topics were related to the future enlargement of the European Union. Commissioner Hahn called on students
and young people, in general, to get involved in decision-making processes as long as they should decide for
their own future, "Only the will and the energy of the youth will bring the change” said the Commissioner. Mr
Hahn promised to continue with these meetings with other fellow students in the future.
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"ACADEMIC MOBILITY IS A
GOOD STARTING POINT FOR
WESTERN BALKANS IN EU"

JOINT PROGRAMS HELPING
THE INTEGRATION

I have graduated in political science and I am currently part of the PoSIG joint master program.
My fields of interest are the political economy and international relations. More specifically,
transitioning countries, political systems and peacebuilding process. Even though I like to see
in the whole world for my sample of analysis, the Balkans offers a quite compelling ground to
study the dynamics of such phenomenon. The Western Balkan states started the transition
period with a surge for EU membership but naturally, the question that arises is what can they
give to EU member states? I think that this question deserves a regional answer. Acting as a
regional actor the states can make full use of two of their biggest potentials: geographic
position and a relatively young population. The idea of "region" creates incentives for further
investments to respond to a bigger market and for the labour force to remain within the
borders of the region. It would also add more pressure to the governments through cooperation
will bring also competitiveness so reforms would be on one pace through all the countries. To
come to more concrete ideas, I think that mobility is a good starting point. Academic mobility
and infrastructure for the movement of goods and people. First people need to know each other
and the land. The idea of "the unknown" between neighbouring states should be lifted in order to
integrate the region. Academic mobility will provide a better-qualified labour force to tackle the
common challenges. In history, we should not look for answers but for ways, we have not yet
explored
aldo.baxhaku@stud.sbg.ac.at

Since I refuse to be a member of nationalist
parties, which tends to be an only path towards
success, not only in Bosnia but in all countries
with the similar post-socialist background,
especially in war-torn ex-Yugoslav countries, I
find it necessary for me to continue developing
myself in all areas of my professional
endeavours. That is the reason I have joined the
PoSIG Joint Master Program. This program is a
unique opportunity for Western Balkan to start
feeling as a part of the West, the quest that we
are all here endeavouring to achieve. That is
also the reason why I have chosen the
European Integration as my field of
specialization. But this is not just an
opportunity for Western Balkan, it is also an
opportunity for Western Europe to overcome
the prejudices of Western Balkan, and
genuinely perceive this region as a part of the
Western world
amer.cekic@stud.sbg.ac.at.
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I have a special interest in International
Relations and European Integration.
I personally find very interesting how the
attitudes and the perception of other
European countries toward the Western
Balkans have changed over years. This is
easily identifiable if we consider how we
refer to these countries, as part of the
Balkans, South-Eastern Europe or Western
Balkans. What once was considered to be a
"powder keg", today seems to be very
important even for the future of the EU.
Western Balkans may differ from the other
EU member countries from their culture,
traditions, language, national identity, their
norms, their economic situation, but I think
we should not forget that this is what the EU
is about, as their own motto suggests
”United in diversity"
anxhela.doku@stud.sbg.at

I am one of the PoSIGers of the first generation
2017/18. The winner of the EuroPs project
scholarship to join the Master of Political
Science in Salzburg, Austria. Of the 5
specializations of this master program, I was
more interested in the field of Political Theory
and International Relations. During this
experience, I learned a lot, in my field of
specialization, in multicultural life, in
discovering new dreams and in archiving new
goals. This master program has made me push
my limits and work really hard for what I want
and who I want to be in the near future. Now my
ambitions are bigger than before, now I'm
looking to build my career in the best way. My
goal will be to work in International
Organizations, focus on the Western Balkans In my personal view is that the EU has
Region, to develop issues of welfare, human pursued a policy of maintaining the status
rights, etc. quo towards the Western Balkans, and
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"ACTIVE SUPPORT TO WB"

especially Bosnia and Herzegovina. The EU
has supported the local elites in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and through the EU's actions
and praises of the accomplishments of the
elites, they maintain legitimacy. The EU is not
using its power, both political and
economical, to support changes for the
better in Bosnia. If the EU is not going to
.
dredheza.lamaj@stud.sbg.at. change radically its policy towards this region
into a more active one, the best option would
be that the EU leaves Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and the region, to solve its
problems alone, without interference
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edo.mehakovic@stud.sbg.at

FLORJAN MUHAJ
ALBANIA
Strong interest in Comparative Government
and very motivated by the magic of European
Integration.
Now that the European Commission
recommended opening EU accession
negotiations with Albania and Macedonia, I see
the Western Balkans linked closer to the
European Union. This is an act which will benefit
all those involved in order to reach the common
goal that of having a big European community
with shared values and principles. More needs
to be done, but with the existence of the rule of
law, credible political, economic and democratic
institutions, everything is possible!
Family comes first, and the EU is family for us in
the Western Balkans!

I am optimistic towards any positive attempts
to strengthen the relations between Western
Balkans and the EU, as well as to engage the
Western Balkans countries in joint programmes
and projects that further advance their internal
institutional and legal capacities, as one of the
means to bring them closer to the EU. But most
of all, I value attempts that promote cultural
exchange, which generates tolerance, bring
people closer despite their differences, and
strengthens democratic values, thus building
bridges between nations.
Looking forward with optimism, although there
is a lot more to be done.
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ALBANIA

klaudia.koxha@stud.sbg.ac.at

KLAUDIA KOXHA
ALBANIA
"JOINT PROJECTS FOR
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT"

I have a keen interest in public policies in
general and recently in educational policies. To
me, education is the most powerful force that
can lift out a country from poverty, but it is
inextricably intertwined with other social
processes. Therefore, it would have been
impossible to have a significant impact on
education without tackling some important
issues of the society. I believe that the
European Union and its role towards education
policies could help to construct the Next Europe
megi.ruka@stud.sbg.ac.at.

florjan.muhaj@stud.sbg.ac.at.

"EU AS A FAMILY FOR WB"

"HIGHER EDUCATION SHOWS
THAT WE CAN DO EUROPEAN
INTEGRATION AT THE WB"
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"AS A REGION IN EU"

"UNITARY FOREIGN POLICY IN
THE WB"
Stabilization and Association Process (SAP) is the foreign policy of the
European Union, which focuses on enlargement policy related to the
Western Balkan states who are willing to become the members of
European Union. This process emphasizes the stability within the region
assisting them in getting closer to EU. The entire process is an estimate
based on countries’ own merits and it is not affected by delays or advances
of other states. The purpose of this process is to support the economic
and political stability, which in the core will result in the long-term vision for
the accession of the Balkan countries into the EU. The last state that
came to the fore of this process was Croatia and following states are
Macedonia, Montenegro, Albania, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and
Kosovo. Since this issue is very important of Western Balkan in my master
thesis, I will focus on: alignment of national legislation of the Republic of
Kosovo with legislation of the European Union (acquis), as one out of three
main components of the Stabilization and Association Agreement reached
between the Republic of Kosovo and the European Union. My research
mainly consists on analyzing several composing political commitments
and legal normative acts which have steered Kosovo’s path on joining the
European Union, starting from the Process of Stabilization and
Association, continuing with the Stabilization and Association Agreement
naime.ibrahimi@stud.sbg.ac.at

I am mostly interested in the recent resurgence of Russia and what
has the response of the EU been. As Russia is one of the most
important global actors today researching their moves on a global
level is of major importance. The EU has had a solid relationship
with Russia since its independence yet recent developments have
put strains on that relationship. In the midst of all that the EU is
facing serious problems as it has trouble being a homogeneous
actor because different member states have different outlooks on
the situation so the unitary action is sometimes simply not
possible. How does this affect the Western Balkans? Both Russia
and the EU have a strong influence in the region meaning that the
Balkan is now very much a contested area. Obviously, Russia alone
does not have the sufficient financial resources to contest with the
EU yet has had significant success when using a combination of
historical, economic and cultural influences in the region. Even
though Russia is a powerful actor the only viable future for the
Western Balkans is if they enter the European Union for a number of
reasons. Still, the when the countries of the Western Balkans will
join the EU is up for debate as Russia could exert enough influence
in order to keep the countries away from their goals
stefan.tomic@stud.sbg.ac.at.
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